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Abstract7

In this document, we study the result of multi hop relaying on the throughput of the8

downstream channel in cellular networks. In particular, we contrast the throughput of the9

multi hop method through that of the conventional cellular system, representing the feasible10

throughput development by the multi hop relaying under transitive transmission11

considerations. We moreover propose a hybrid control plan for the multi hop communicate, in12

which we activist the use of in cooperation, the straight transmission and the transitive multi13

hop relaying. Our study illustrates that the majority of the throughput gain can be obtained14

with the related of a transitive relaying scheme. Important throughput improvement could be15

moreover obtained by operating the simultaneous relaying transmission in conjunction with16

the non simultaneous transmission. We also disagree here that the multi hop relaying17

technology can be developed for mitigating injustice in qualityof- service (QoS), which arrive18

due to the location-dependent signal quality. Our outcomes demonstrate that the multi hop19

system can provide more even QoS over the cell district. The multi hop cellular system design20

can also be used as a selfconfiguring network mechanism that efficiently contains variability of21

traffic distribution. We have studied the throughput development for the consistent, as well as22

for the non uniform traffic distribution, and we conclude that the utilization of transitive23

relaying in cellular networks would be relatively robust to alter in the actual traffic24

distribution.25

26

Index terms— Mobility prediction, mobile positioning, location tracking, handoff prioritization, dynamic,27
resource reservation.28

1 Introduction29

ULTI HOP cellular networks have been proposed as an addition to the conventional single-hop cellular network30
by joining the fixed cellular infrastructure with the multi hop relaying technology that is frequently used in31
ad hoc networks. Due to the potential of the multi hop relaying to enhance coverage, ability and flexibility,32
the multi hop cellular networks have been drawing considerable notice. This approach of augmenting cellular33
communication with multi hop relaying was also used in the consistency effort to include the multi hop relaying34
into the thirdgeneration (3G) mobile communication systems [1]. The main advantage of the multi hop relaying35
arrives from the reduction in the overall path loss among a base station (BS) and a mobile station (MS) [2].36

However, the penalty for using multi hop relaying is in the necessitating for extra radio channels. Another37
advantage of the multi hop relaying is the path diversity increase that can be achieved by picking the mainly38
favorable multi hop path in the shadowed environment. This diversity increase can increase with the quantity39
of MSs, as then the quantity of potentially transmit candidates raise and the likelihood of finding a relay with40
lesser path loss increases as well.41
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3 RELATED WORK

In addition, the system’s ability can additionally increase by permitting concurrency among the multi hop42
broadcast. However, such concurrency also raises the interference. So, the overall result is not instantly clear.43

As we saw above, the performance of the multi hop cellular networks is ruled by different tradeoffs. Thus, to44
get advantage from the multi hop relaying, the different tradeoffs must be comprehensively studied. However, the45
study of such tradeoffs in the literature is extremely limited. In scrupulous, the analysis of the transaction caused46
by the simultaneous transmissions among the interference and the channel reuse efficiency is of very importance.47
Toumpis and Goldsmith [3] showed that the simultaneous transmission can improve the system capacity of the48
multi hop cellular networks. However, their outcomes were obtained for a single cell system and in just two cases49
of complex topology, i.e., a linear topology and a single comprehension of a haphazard topology. Hence, those50
outcomes are inadequate to demonstrate, in common, the concurrency exchange. Moreover, numerous studies51
account that it is not easy to improve the capacity of code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems by utilize52
of the multi hop relaying [5] - [9]. This is mostly due to the interference increase resulting from the simultaneous53
transmissions. Such interference may be the most significant factor limiting the network capacity. Hence, the54
collision of the concurrent transmission must be carefully investigated. The multi hop relaying technology can55
give a significant flexibility in the design and the operation of the cellular system. On the multi hop cellular56
system, MS preserve decide to utilize the multi hop relaying instead of the single-hop direct transmission. Such a57
hybrid operation can be exploited for different purposes; one of which is to mitigate the unfairness in the quality58
of service (QoS) between the users. In cellular networks, there is a tradeoff difficulty between system throughput59
and QoS fairness [4]. Since the established signal excellence depends on the user location, it is not easy to give60
an even QoS over the entire cell service region and to maximize the system throughput at the similar time. On61
the other hand, the use of multi hop relaying, instead of a direct link, can develop the QoS of the users with poor62
direct links who are situated near the cell boundary or in a deep shadowed district. Therefore, the equation, as63
well as scheme throughput in the cellular network can be better through the use of the multi hop relaying.64

An additional application exploiting the flexibility of the multi hop relaying technology is to mitigate the65
inefficiency due to the temporal changes in traffic demand in cellular scheme. To optimize the appearance of a66
cellular scheme, discover the optimum positions of the cell sites is a fundamental problem with interferenceimper-67
fect systems, such as the CDMA category scheme. However, due to the ever-changing traffic demand patterns,68
optimal placement of cell site is a complex problem. Even if the traffic allocation could be predictable, it would69
still be complex to optimally plan the radio network, as the fixed cell sites cannot be relocated whenever the70
traffic allocation changes. Hence, there is a requirement for a self-configuring network, which would be capable71
of automatically coping with the alteration in traffic distribution. In the multi hop cellular system, the unusual72
collection of the multi hop path can allow flexible design of the cell site, which is mainly important in the case73
of non regular traffic allocation. Thus, the multi hop cellular system design can be utilized as a self-configuring74
network method that can efficiently accommodate the spatial and temporal inconsistency of traffic patterns.75

Although the multi hop relaying technology has been future as one of the key technologies of the selfconfiguring76
cellular networks [10], [11], there have been merely little numerical results clarifying how the selfconfiguring feature77
achieved during the multi hop relaying can develop the system’s ability for non consistently distributed traffic78
case. Although Wu et al. [12] evaluated the capacity of the multi hop system with non consistent traffic, such79
that when the traffic among adjacent cells is unstable, that paper focused only on the channel borrowing among80
adjacent cells through multi hop relaying. Moreover, a few features of the multi hop transmit, such as path-81
loss diminution and path variety, were not measured in their study. Hence, their outcome may not be able to82
completely explain the behavior of the self-configuring capability of multi hop relaying itself.83

The problem studied here is to plan a scheduling algorithm for multi-hop relay wireless cellular networks, so84
that it can correctly position the concurrent transmission scenarios for multi-hop relay links, and the overall85
network throughput can be improved.86

2 II.87

3 Related work88

The study of combining relay networks with cellular networks has been going on for quite a while. In [12], an RS is89
equipped with together WLAN and cellular network interfaces to help with cellular traffic forwarding with WLAN90
links, aiming to achieve throughput development and load balancing. In [13], the MS is assumed to contain both91
WLAN and 3G interfaces for traffic communicates. On-demand direction-finding protocols are urbanized to92
discover relay paths, and incentive schemes are designed to encourage the MS to transmit traffic for other MS. In93
[14], a clique discovery algorithm is proposed to place the concurrent transmissions in a multi-hop relay cellular94
system, and relay nodes contain WLAN or WPAN edge in addition to the cellular network interface. The authors95
believe that the MS is presented all over in the relay path and can serve as a communicate node. Dissimilar from96
the over loom where a separate relay interface is required, other approaches illustrate below let the relay path97
share the identical physical interface of the cellular system. In [15], multiple portable stations appearance multi-98
hop ad hoc network inside cellular system and ad hoc steering is oppressed to extend system throughput. In [16],99
the MS is used to communicate traffic, while simultaneous transmissions are investigated with an easy network100
topology, though the source is based on account and hence is not appropriate for practical purpose. In [17], a101
distributed scheduling algorithm is developed to schedule concurrent transmissions in a cellular relay network102
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aiming at maximizing throughput while avoiding data collision in the communicate links. As a consequence,103
each mobile knob has to pay for the signaling and bandwidth overhead for the distributed algorithm. The over104
approaches have one thing in general, which is the ad hoc implementation of a relay network within cellular105
network architecture. One benefit of the ad hoc implementation is the abundance of ad hoc routing protocols106
that can provide in communicates routing. Besides, the ad hoc steering protocol consequences in flexibility in the107
selection of relay routes. However, the ad hoc implementation has a few drawbacks. The first drawback is that108
ad hoc routing needs every node in the relay network to contribute in the route discovery process that involves109
distribution, feedback, and onward of routing communication, and this participation need significant modifications110
of the signaling protocols of wireless cellular system. These momentous modifications in the indication protocols111
of the BS and the MS make the present cellular network operator reluctant to deploy relay network. Second,112
the algorithm for discovery ad hoc routing occupies a definite amount of bandwidth from every mobile node,113
and additional bandwidth expenditure is anticipated in order to continue the routing bench up to date, since114
nodes are movable in the scheme. Third, the recurrent alter in the routing table decrease the consistency of the115
data delivery and authority the total complex throughput. Therefore, the ad hoc implementation is unattractive116
to the network machinist in manufacturing, since the BS, the RS, and the MS all embrace to correct for the117
architecture changes of the cellular network, and the additional signaling overhead and bandwidth consumption118
incurred for each MS is significant. Observing the disadvantage of the ad hoc implementation of a relay network,119
we prefer an approach that involves least network architecture changes and still can enjoy the advantages of120
multi-hop simultaneous transmissions. A desirable solution must be able to incorporate a relay network into121
the existing cellular network with unimportant architecture modification and little realization slide, and the new122
network construction is still handy from the point view of the network operator.123

When designing a relay network within the cellular network, there are several optional factors, such as whether124
or not the relay networks accepts the ad hoc implementation as converse over, and whether or not the RS must125
use the identical cellular spectrum to relay traffic, referred to as in-band relay. Other option include whether or126
not the MS can provide as the RS and whether or not the scheduling algorithm for simultaneous transmissions127
should be centralized. How to wisely select among these options to form an adaptive relay network is a difficult128
task. With such effort is the development of a WiMAX draft standard, 802.16j [20], which is a revision of129
WiMAX with the aim of incorporating relay network into WiMAX network. This 802.16j draft standard has the130
subsequent characteristics. The RS in 802.16j is for relay traffic simply, and the forecast algorithm is federal and131
run in the BS. The RS uses the identical spectrum as the BS and the MS, and no ad hoc steering is suitable132
in the relay paths. The approach in 802.16j permit WiMAX network to incorporate relay network without133
sacrificing WiMAX network architecture, and the WiMAX BS is still able to control the RS. One research134
work [18] study the scheduling algorithm in 802.16j, and it utilizes directional antennas to exploit the space use135
again of frequency resources in multi-hop relay cellular network under a Manhattan-like environment. Although136
scheduling algorithm is given to improve network throughput, but how to decide the simultaneous transmissions137
on the relay network is not addressed.138

What inspires our research is the work in [19], which suppose a multi-hop wireless mesh backhaul network139
with in-band communicate. Each RS cumulates the traffic from the close MS. A linear programming model is140
then developed to evaluate the minimum time to transmit a fixed data load from the BS to every RS above likely141
multiple hops. Since the transmission time is reduced for the fixed information load, throughput is exploiting.142
However, it does not in use into reflection the varying line size of each relay station; neither does it relate the frame143
boundary of cellular network into the transmission. Since wireless cellular networks are mainly frame-based, it144
is non-trivial to study the scheduling algorithm for multi-hop relay network under frame-based statements.145

4 III.146

5 Network architecture and challenges147

In a cellular network with frame-based transmissions, base Station attach to relay station and/or mobile station,148
and every relay station can attach further to additional relay station and/or mobile position. Relay position149
only ahead traffic to/from mobile station and produce no traffic on its own. Relay station is visible to a mobile150
station, and mobile station does not engage in routing packets for additional mobile station. Base station, relay151
station, and mobile station all share the similar spectrum, thus no additional hardware such as a second physical152
interface is required. Base station needs to meet the downlink real time queue range of its related relay station153
and this queue information is sent to the base station with uplink bandwidth. The resulting signaling change154
due to uplink queue status report is unimportant, and the matching uplink bandwidth consumption is neglect155
able. After gathering relay station queue.156

Queue information, base station runs the scheduling algorithm to get the downlink scheduling results and157
broadcasts the outcome to relay station and mobile station.158

As the input for the scheduling algorithm, simultaneous transmission scenarios need to be resolved in a capable159
way. When adding a link candidate into a simultaneous transmission scenario, it must be sure that adding this160
link will not decrease the total throughput of this scenario. However, it is not practical to cross all possible links161
searching for simultaneous scenarios due to the nonlinear development of links with respect to number of MS162
and RS.163
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The challenge is due to information that wireless cellular networks are mainly frame-based, and the equivalent164
scheduling algorithm must take this factor into consideration. In each frame, different simultaneous scenarios165
must share this frame period. Thus arises the matter of a fair share of time resources between different MS who166
share one frame, while still achieving the goal of achieving max network throughput.167

The third challenge is to let the scheduling algorithm regulate to the real time queue size change in RS.168
Implementation of Scheduling Algorithm under Linear Programming:169

Volume XII Issue XIII Version I The number of links grows non-linearly with the number of nodes in the170
network; it is impractical to use a comprehensive algorithm to search for all probable scenarios.171

We use a linear programming model confirmed to compute the transmission schedules for all simultaneous172
transmission scenarios, aiming at maximizing the throughput in each frame. Here we consider the transmission173
schedules those subjective by the transitive relations between BS and RS.174

6 b) Structure of Greedy effect175

In this Greedy Approach we apply the back force flow control mechanism. This mechanism states that in order176
to maximize the end to-end throughput in multi hop wireless network, the chosen simultaneous transmissions177
must be able to get the most out of the object function. We use a greedy algorithm to get a set of simultaneous178
transmission scenarios, with the back force flow control mechanism included in the greedy algorithm. Which are179
defined as:180

IV.181

7 Implementation methodology and results182

The Queue aware scheduling under transitive connection considerations has been implemented using mxml and183
action script. The accomplishment is based on multi-hop relay based wireless cellular network routing functions184
that are added. In additional to building QoS routes, the protocol also establishes a best schedule plan when it185
learns such obligation. The best-effort scheduling is used to enhance the throughput. A distributed protocol which186
dynamically generates and updates broadcast schedules between the nodes has been used. Assumed transmission187
rate is 1 Mbps. The proposed model detects all simultaneous transmissions, and responds by invoking scheduling188
behavior as suitable. The relay station queues that are transitively associated with BS also be measured to189
end the Queue capacity of the relay station that relies on the middle between BS and transitive relay station.190
We apply greedy search techniques to recognize simultaneous relations of the replication. And finally end the191
scheduling strategy using the linear program technique proposed. These greedy searches and linear approach we192
implemented using action script. The linear approach considers the 6 different constraints explored above.193

Volume XII Issue XIII Version I Where ’i’ is RS index and r is transitive RS index and tc is transitively194
associated relay station count. ’s’ and ’w’ stands for node i’s upstream and downstream node, correspondingly;195

3.196
( , ) ( , ) ( ) m ij ij k m x k t w k t T t ? × ? 4.197

8 Conclusion and future work198

We have offered a Transitive relation aware scheduling algorithm for multi-hop relay wireless cellular networks.199
Through our analysis, we dispute that following a centralized approach for building cellular relay networks200
best reflects the interest of the cellular networks. This central approach implies that relay stations and mobile201
stations do not form ad hoc networks and they are under the control of bottom station. Another selection of202
building communicates cellular networks we follow include using in-band spectrum of relay stations, not permit203
mobile stations to provide as relay position, and relate centralized preparation algorithm. An essential scheduling204
algorithm is developed and base stations will run this preparation 1205
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